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ABSTRACT
The context of this study is 3D city modeling. The goal is to
automatically compute the initial registration of a GIS model
and a video sequence. The proposed method is divided into
two parts. First, a coarse registration is obtained using GPS
data and the theory of epipolar geometry. Then, a simultaneous pose and correspondence determination is done thanks to
RANSAC algorithm applied on line features. Experiments on
real sequences show that a correct registration is achieved.
Index Terms— virtual reality, augmented reality,
model/image registration, urban areas, Global Positioning
System, line detection, RANSAC.
1. INTRODUCTION
3D city modeling has several applications in virtual and augmented reality such as virtual visits, geo-positioning and urbanism. The success of google earth shows that adding photometric information on a 2D map provides a great benefit for
the user. Similarly, when a 3D city model is available, synthetic textures can be used but the photo-realism is generally
poor. Therefore, it is interesting to map real textures onto geometric information of a 3D city model.
Our solution is based on this framework: we use a Geographical Information System (GIS) that contains the footprint and elevation of each building, and we want to enhance
this model with real textures extracted from a video sequence.
During the acquisition, the video has been synchronized with
the GPS data in order to know the approximative position of
the camera in the geo-referenced coordinate frame.
Before the mapping process, the GIS and video information must be registered: for each image of the sequence, we
must determine the position and orientation of the camera in
the geo-referenced coordinate frame, such that the perspective projection of the GIS in the camera frame is aligned with
the buildings in the image.
Registration initialization is the registration of the first
video frame. It is more difficult than on successive frames
since no previous estimation is available. It comprises two
coupled issues: 3D/2D feature matching and pose estimation, each easy to solve only if the other has been solved first.

One solution consists in eliminating one problem either with
a manual intervention or with a more sophisticated equipment. Hence, in [1] the user indicates manually the correspondences. In [2] and [3], the pose is directly measured with
the navigation equipment (GPS + inertial platform). Other solutions are proposed based on more accurate models such as
textured model [3] or range data [4].
Our 3D model is very rough. In this case two approaches
have been proposed which assume that a coarse pose is already available. The first one uses the RANSAC algorithm
[5], it is effective only if the correspondence set is small, with
few outliers. The second method is based on the minimization of a cost function [6]. Here, divergence can appear due
to the non-linearity of the cost function.
In this paper, we perform the initial registration in two
steps. First, we compute a coarse estimation of the pose so
that the projected features from the GIS are relatively close to
the features in the image. To do so, we identify the relative
translation of the camera with the GPS translation. Second,
we simultaneously estimate the pose and a correspondence
set using the RANSAC algorithm. The reduction of the possible features in the image is done thanks to computer vision
methods.
These two steps are presented in the sections 2 and 3 respectively. Section 4 gives the registration results obtained
with real data.
2. COARSE ESTIMATION OF THE POSE
2.1. Principle
Let Pi = K[Ri |ti ] be the projection matrix of the camera at
time i, with K the matrix of intrinsic parameters. We assume
that K is known thanks to a preliminary calibration step. Let
[Ri |ti ] the matrix of extrinsic parameters defining the orientation and position of the camera in the reference frame. Ri
is a rotation matrix and ti is a translation vector.
We want to estimate the initial pose of the camera, i.e. R1
and t1 . Considering that the GPS data provide an approximate
value t˜1 for t1 , we still have to find the value of R1 .
Our approach consists in matching the translation that can
be extracted from the video sequence with the translation con-

tained in the GPS data. First, a key image is selected in the
video sequence at time i. Then, the relative translation and rotation of the camera between the first image and the key image
are estimated from the video sequence. The GPS data allow
to extract the translation of the camera in the geo-referenced
coordinate frame. Finally, an estimation R̃1 of the rotation
matrix R1 is obtained thanks to the angle between the relative
translation and the GPS translation.

Ri and ti are estimated with a classical structure from motion method [8].
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Replacing t1 in equation (3) by equation (5):
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Finally, we obtain from (2) and (6):
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 S is measured between the points (Xi , Yi , Zi )
The vector tGP
and (X1 , Y1 , Z1 ) that are extracted from the GPS data, and
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because there is an infinite number of 3D rotations between
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and tGP
the vectors trelative
assuming that the rotation’s axis is vertical. This assumption
is valid in practice since most of the outdoor video sequences
have a horizontal aiming axis (within 15 degrees according to
[7])

2.3. Computation of trelative
Let Pi = K[Ri |ti ] be the projection matrix of the camera Ci ,
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We want to estimate R1 from equation 7. As explained in
section 2.2, we eliminate the extra degree of freedom by constraining R1 to be a rotation in the horizontal plane, giving
R̃1 . Therefore, the angle θ between the horizontal compo S defines the angle of rotation R̃1 .
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where θ = acos(trx tGP S x + trz tGP S y )
3. PRECISE MODEL/IMAGE REGISTRATION
Now that a coarse estimation (R̃1 , t̃1 ) of the pose is available,
it is possible to simultaneously determine a set of 3D/2D feature correspondences and the precise pose of the camera.

3.1. Feature detection and labeling

3.3. Pose computation

We decided to use line features because they are more stable
than points. Particularly, they are more robust to noise and occlusions. In the image, the lines are detected with a classical
method combining the Canny edge detection and the Hough
transform. Concerning the 3D model, the building’s corners
are projected in the image plane, and linked 2-by-2 in order
to obtain the building’s outline in the image plane.
The number of 3D/2D correspondences must be small
enough to avoid a high computational cost and to have a ratio
of outliers compatible with the RANSAC algorithm. Instead
of fixing ad-hoc thresholds, we propose to reduce the number
of possible correspondences by labeling the lines. Indeed, the
image is classified into 3 regions (sky, building, ground) extracted with the method of geometric context extraction [7].
Then, the lines that are close to the sky/building border or the
ground/building border are selected and labeled either sky or
ground. All the vertical lines are selected and labeled vertical.
Similarly, the lines of the 3D model are also labeled.
Finally, we build the initial 3D/2D correspondences by
taking into account only the pairs of lines with the same label. A threshold is used only for the vertical lines to avoid
correspondences between vertical lines that are too distant
from each other. This threshold is fixed and is equal to
0.5 × Image W idth.

The camera pose is computed during the steps 2 and 4 of the
RANSAC algorithm, using a set of correspondences. For this
computation, we use the method of virtual visual servoing
presented in [9]. This method is based on a control law that
minimizes the error between the current lines (projected from
the 3D model) and the corresponding desired lines (detected
in the image).
If the set of correspondences is well chosen, then there
is only one final position of the camera that allows this
minimization to be achieved. In theory, 3 lines in a nondegenerated configuration are sufficient, but due to the noise
in the images, we need at least 4 lines to achieve a precise
computation of the pose.

3.2. Robust estimation with RANSAC
RANSAC algorithm enables to iteratively combine correspondences search and pose computation. The method can
be summarized as follows:
1. Randomly select a subset of the initial correspondence
set.
2. Compute camera pose using this random subset.
3. Test the resulting pose by searching all possible inliers
in the initial correspondence set. If this pose provides
the biggest set of inliers then this set is saved.
4. Repeat the steps 1 to 3 N times.
5. Re-compute the precise pose with the biggest set of inliers.
The number of iterations N is adaptatively determined
with the method described in [8] (p. 117).
The lines are represented in polar coordinates (ρ, θ). In
step 3, a correspondence is considered to be an inlier if:
|ρM 3d − ρImg | < sρmin and |θM 3d − θImg | < sθmin
The thresholds ( sρmin , sθmin ) are set to the value of the
standard deviation of the measurement error.

4. RESULTS
Two video sequences were acquired in the university of
Rennes with a hand held camera. The GPS data was collected
simultaneously with the video stream. During an experimentation with bad conditions for a GPS acquisition (i.e. next to a
building and under cloudy sky), we determined that the horizontal precision of the GPS is about 5m. This horizontal data
was linearly interpolated in order to provide one position at
each temporal instant corresponding to an image of the video
sequence. Moreover, since the vertical precision of the GPS
is unreliable, a better estimation was obtained by arbitrarily
initializing the camera’s vertical position to 1.5m above the
ground, where the ground was modeled by a Delaunay triangulation between all the footprints of the buildings.
The parameters of our method are unchanged for all the
sequences. The thresholds used to select the inliers are
(slθ , slρ ) = (0.03, 2). The choice for the key image is manual for the moment.
Figure 2 shows the results with the sequence ifsic. Figure
2.a shows the alignment after the first part of the algorithm.
We can see the first image on which the GIS model is superimposed in blue. The semi-transparent surface represents
the ground in the GIS. Note that the visible facades of the
GIS correspond to those visible in the image. Therefore, the
objective of the first part is reached because a set of feature
correspondences can now be built.
Figure 2.b shows the final registration obtained after 958
iterations of RANSAC algorithm with an initial set of 19 correspondences. The lines of the image, detected after Canny
detection (2.c) and Hough transform and labeling from context extraction (2.d), are shown in Figure 2.e. The lines projected from the 3D model are shown in figure 2.f.
The results validate our approach. The first part provides
a good approximation of the pose in spite of the GPS errors,
motion estimation errors, and the assumption concerning the
camera’s aiming axis. In the second part of the method, the
main limitation comes from the non-detection of some build-

(a) Coarse registration

(b) Final registration

search for feature correspondences. Concerning the precise
registration, a good alignment was obtained provided that
building edges were detected in the image. In the following,
we will include the automatic choice of the key image and
suppress the assumption concerning the camera aiming axis.
We will also improve the feature matching process by using
structure from motion techniques.
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